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OVERVIEW

 Objectives
 Assess current EU energy innovation portfolio (SET Plan)
 Analyse energy innovation systems in decentralised vs. centralised pathways
 Apply quantitative indicators to measure innovation activities for specific technologies
in a standardised, comparable way

 EU SET Plan Energy Innovation Portfolio (2015)
 Analyse SET-Plan innovation portfolio for balance, consistency & alignment
across the six technology fields

 Future Change in the EU's Energy Innovation System (2000-2015,
and in future pathways)

 Analyse historical relationships between innovation inputs, policy, and outputs
 Test the importance of policy characteristics (durability, consistency, and
diversity)

 Apply historical insights to understand future pathways

THE INNOVATION LIFECYCLE FROM R&D THROUGH TO DIFFUSION
TAKES PLACE WITHIN AN INNOVATION SYSTEM
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Source: Table 1 in Wilson & Kim (2018). Chapter 5 of: The Global Innovation Index 2018

Analysing SET Plan
energy innovation
portfolio

PORTFOLIO D ESIGN C RITERIA: BALANCE

Balance =
similar relative shares for technologies within portfolio
across innovation activities
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Balance =
diversify technology risk (avoid picking winners)

F INDINGS & IMPLICATIONS: BALANCE

MAIN FINDINGS
- SET Plan portfolio is balanced in terms of R&D expenditures and public policy
instruments.
- SET Plan portfolio is imbalanced in terms of knowledge codification, flows and
spillover (strongly towards renewable energy, energy efficiency, or sustainable
transport)

MAIN IMPLICATIONS
- Introduce tied conditions to research funding to weakly emphasised technology
fields
- Support public-private research consortia with higher propensity to engage in open
knowledge exchange

PORTFOLIO DESIGN CRITERIA: CONSISTENCY

Consistency =
similar relative shares for related innovation activities within portfolio
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Consistency =
coordinate efforts to avoid tensions and omissions

F INDINGS & IMPLICATIONS: C ONSISTENCY

MAIN FINDINGS

- Innovation activities are consistent in terms of resources, policies, actors and
networks across all technology fields.
- However, innovation activities are inconsistent for renewable energy (patents),
energy efficiency (patents), and sustainable transport (collaboration) as
knowledge-related innovation is only strongly emphasised.

MAIN IMPLICATIONS
- Portfolio managers can directly boost innovation activity in some underperforming areas.
- In particular, approaches available for stimulating knowledge codification
(sustainable transport) and flows and spillovers (renewable energy and energy
efficiency).

PORTFOLIO DESIGN CRITERIA: ALIGNMENT

Alignment =
similar relative shares for technologies within portfolio
between directed innovation efforts and outcomes
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F INDINGS & IMPLICATIONS: A LIGNMENT

MAIN FINDINGS
- Late stage innovation activities are broadly aligned with learning and
innovation outcomes across all technology fields.
- However, sustainable transport and CCS are misaligned as late stage
innovation activity is not leading to rising market share.

MAIN IMPLICATIONS

- Importance of strong market-pull incentives to support innovation outcomes in
sustainable transport.
- EU-level coordination and direction of innovation needed for CCS given current
uncertain price support and inadequate market deployment incentives.

Analysing Future Change in the
EU's Energy Innovation System

STORYLINES
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OBJECTIVES

- Analyse historical relationships between innovation inputs, policy, and
outputs
- We explore impacts of future change on three key innovation outcomes:
patenting (innovation), co-invention (collaboration), and technology cost
reduction (diffusion).
- Test the importance of policy characteristics (durability, consistency, and
diversity)
- Apply historical insights to understand future pathways

F INDINGS & IMPLICATIONS

MAIN FINDINGS

- Diverse mixes of policy instruments stimulate collaborative innovation
activity in decentralised pathway.
- Both RD&D expenditure and trade imports support knowledge generation and
exchange, and that these relationships are largely robust to future uncertainty.

MAIN IMPLICATIONS
- An implication for the future SET Plan is therefore to continue emphasising a
strong collaborative approach by engaging industry, small and medium-sized
enterprises, research institutes, policymakers, and other innovation actors in
between-country activities.
- The importance of adaptive policy responding to rapidly changing innovation
environments in the future SET Plan.

CONCLUSIONS

- We find that more balance for innovation activities for which policymakers have
more direct control and less balance in innovation activities for which
policymakers have less direct control.
- We find evidence that the SET Plan portfolio is broadly consistent in terms of
innovation activities working in concert in each of the six technology fields,
spanning both early stage and late stage innovation activities.
- We find evidence that late stage innovation processes in the SET Plan portfolio
are broadly aligned with learning and market share as targeted innovation
outcomes.
- We find that diverse mixes of policy instruments stimulate collaborative
innovation activity measured by co-inventions between different EU countries in
decentralised pathway.
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(Almost) all indicators can be collected
for specific technologies using
standardised search terms
SET Plan priority area
Renewable energy & system
integration
Smart technologies & grid

3 EE

Target Scope of Data for ETI S indicators
all renewable energy (exc. fuels) (exc. stationary
storage)
all grid and power systems (inc. stationary storage)
(exc. smart homes)
all energy efficiency in buildings and industry

6 NP

all alternative fuels and vehicles (inc. mobile
storage) (inc. all H2)
all carbon capture (from large point sources), storage
& use
all nuclear fission and fusion (inc. safety)

1 RE
2 SG

Energy efficiency in buildings &
industry
4 ST
Sustainable transport (EVs,
renewable fuels)
5 CCS Carbon capture + storage or use
Nuclear power

Source: Appendix B of Kim & Wilson (in draft). Analysing energy innovation portfolios for alignment, balance and
consistency.

resources & policies
related inidcators
Source: Table 1 in Wilson & Kim (2018). Chapter 5 of: The Global Innovation Index 2018

actors & networks
related inidcators

users & markets
related inidcators

also includes learning-bydoing

Source: Table 1 in Wilson & Kim (2018). Chapter 5 of: The Global Innovation Index 2018

